Multiple hyper-sonographic spots in basal cell carcinoma
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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND. High-frequency ultrasound is a useful method to obtain preoperative information regarding extension of basal cell carcinoma. However, its contribution to diagnosis is generally limited. Recently, we observed hyper-sonographic spots in some cases of basal cell carcinoma.

OBJECTIVE. The present study was performed to determine the diagnostic value of this finding in this type of tumor.

MATERIALS AND METHODS. We conducted a retrospective study of archived sonographic images with a 30 or 15 MHz scanner and histology specimens of a total of 85 lesions, consisting of 29 basal cell carcinomas and 56 melanomas.

RESULTS. The findings were classified into 4 patterns as follows: type A, multiple (over 5 spots/lesion) hyper-sonographic spots (14 cases, 48%); type B, sparse (3~5 spots/lesion) hyper-sonographic spots (7 cases, 24%); type C, multiple moderate-sonographic spots (3 cases, 10%); and type D, sparse moderate-sonographic spots (5 cases, 17%). Three of 56 melanoma lesions examined as controls showed the type D pattern, but none showed type A, B, or C patterns. Histopathologically, these hyper-sonographic spots in BCCs seemed to correspond to calcification, horn cysts, or clusters of apoptotic cells in the centers of nests of basal cell carcinoma.

CONCLUSION. Multiple hyper-sonographic spots might become a useful finding for differential diagnosis between basal cell carcinoma and melanoma.
INTRODUCTION

A diagnosis of basal cell carcinoma (BCC) is usually made based on macroscopic findings and confirmed by subsequent histopathological examination. Recently, epiluminescent technology, dermoscopy, has improved the accuracy of pre-operative diagnosis of BCC\(^1\). Several characteristic findings of BCC have been reported, including arborizing vessels and large blue-grey ovoid nests. However, even using dermoscopy, we still encounter lesions that are difficult to diagnose as BCC.

Ultrasound sonography allows non-invasive assessment of skin tumors\(^2\). To date, many studies have shown that this is a useful tool to evaluate the thickness and margins of skin tumors\(^3-6\). However, in general, the usefulness in determining diagnosis of skin tumors of ultrasound sonography seems to be limited\(^7,8\).

Recently, using ultrasound sonography, we found that BCC showed multiple hyper-sonographic spots in the internal image. The present study was performed to determine whether this finding can aid in the diagnosis of BCC.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Patients
The sonographic database of the Dermatology Clinic, Shinshu University Hospital, Matsumoto, Japan, for the years 1998 through 2005 was searched for diagnosis of BCC and melanoma primary lesions. The sonographic images of a total of 85 lesions, consisting of 29 BCCs and 56 melanomas, were available for examination. Sonographic evaluation was performed by a dermatologist (H.U.) without knowledge of the clinical or histopathological information.

Ultrasound equipment
The equipment used incorporates a single, mechanically activated 15- or 30-MHz transducer housed in a built-in water chamber (RION, Tokyo,
Japan). The number of A-lines is 100 in 15-MHz and 128 in 30-MHz. The maximum dimensions of a typical 2-dimension scan is 10 mm width x 10 mm depth in 15-MHz and 10 mm x 5 mm in 30-MHz. A thin, disposable plastic membrane covers the chamber window, and coupling with the surface of the tumor is achieved using gel for echography.

Histopathological study
To investigate the relationship between sonographic images and histopathological findings, we searched for calcification, horn cysts, or clusters of apoptotic cells in the tissue specimens.

RESULTS
All the BCC and melanoma lesions were well identified as solid hypo-sonographic areas under the entry echo line representing the gel-skin surface interface. All BCC lesions and 3 melanoma lesions showed some internal images. The images were clearer at 30-MHz than 15-MHz.

The internal images of BCC were classified into 4 patterns as follows: A, multiple (>5 spots/lesion) hyper-sonographic spots (14 lesions, 48%) (Figure 1); B, sparse (3~5 spots/lesions) hyper-sonographic spots (7 lesions, 24%); C, multiple moderate-sonographic spots (3 lesions, 10%); and D, sparse moderate-sonographic spots (5 lesions, 17%). Only 3 of 56 primary melanoma lesions showed the type D pattern and none of these lesions showed type A, B, or C patterns.

Heterogeneity in internal echo images seemed to be related to histopathological structures, including calcification, cornified cysts, clusters of parakeratotic cells, apoptotic cells, or necrosis in the tumor cell nests. The frequencies of histopathological structures observed in BCC showing each echographic pattern were as follows: calcification foci in 71% (11/14) of type A (Figure 2), 14% (1/7) of type B, 33% (1/3) of type C, and 20% (1/5) of type D. Cornified cysts or clusters of parakeratotic cells were observed in 79% of type A, 71% of type B, 100% of type C, and 90% of type D. Clusters of apoptotic cells or necrosis in the centers of the tumor nests were observed in 50% of type A, 29% of type B, and 0% of types C and D. The examined cases of BCC were consisting of 26 nodular and/or ulcerated type and 3 superficial
type, but no Morpheaform BCC. There were no differences among the histopathological subtypes of BCC except for superficial type, all of which showed the type D pattern. The tumor thickness of 3 melanomas showing type D was 1.06, 1.49 and 2.25 mm, respectively and there was no relationship between tumor thickness and internal sonographic images in melanoma.

Two types of hyper-sonographic spot were observed (Figure 1): large spots with indistinct margins with the appearance of cotton flowers, and small round spots (Figure 3). Numerous large foci of calcification were observed in the BCC lesions showing the former type. In contrast, in the lesions showing the latter type, calcification foci were small and sparse or rarely observed.

In the present series of BCC, two cases that were difficult to diagnose based on the results of dermoscopy showed the characteristic sonographic finding (Figure 4).

**DISCUSSION**

To date, many studies have shown that preoperative ultrasound sonography can provide useful information regarding tumor thickness or spread of cutaneous neoplasms2-6. Although there have been many attempts to identify sonographic patterns characteristic to different types of skin tumor, the significance of sonography in determining specific diagnosis is generally limited7,8.

Previous studies showed that BCC has a hypoechoic structure with variable hyper-echogenicity8-12. Harland et al. reported that variation of tumor echo pattern was determined by the distribution of collagen bundles and keratin-rich structures in the tumor mass. Interestingly, they showed a case of BCC in their review article, which had high echogenic spots correspond to keratin nests on histological section, some of which contained calcification. However, to date, this finding has not been focused. In the present study, multiple hyper-sonographic spots were observed in three quarters of BCC lesions but not in any melanoma lesions. Especially, multiple large spots with indistinct margins seemed to be characteristic of BCC.

Among the histopathological structures, it was likely that calcification most strongly affected the internal sonographic image of BCC. However,
calcification alone did not always influence the image. Numerous large calcification foci were observed in cases showing large and sonographic spots with indistinct margins. In contrast, calcification was sparsely observed or was lacking in cases showing small and round sonographic spots, as shown in Figure 3. These findings suggest that the small round hyper-sonographic spots could be formed not by only calcification but also by other histopathological structures, such as cornified cysts, clusters of parakeratotic or apoptotic cells, or necrosis.

Hyper-sonographic spots were not observed in type C or D, although histopathologically both types showed sparse calcification. As sonography has been used mainly for evaluation of the thickness and margins of tumors, we did not focus on the internal image. In addition, although sonographic images can be evaluated easily under real-time observation, it is frequently difficult to capture the sonographic spots on film when the spots are sparse. Thus, adequate images to allow capture of calcification may not be available in some cases. In addition, these reasons could be related to the disparity in the sonographic feature between the previous reports and our study.

Asian including Japanese often have pigmented BCCs, however, melanin could not influence the internal sonographic image, because multiple hyper-sonographic spots were observed in one case of non-pigmented BCC.

Our results suggest that hyper-sonographic spots might become a useful finding for differential diagnosis between BCC and melanoma. However, it is not yet possible to conclude whether tumors other than melanoma are sonographically distinguishable from BCC using this method. Walsh et al. reported that calcium deposits were observed histopathologically in 21% of BCC but were rarely seen in squamous cell carcinoma 13. In addition, Bettencourt et al. reported that calcification was seen in 29% of trichoepitheliomas 14. Calcification is not only observed in BCC but also in various pathological conditions, including tumors with follicular differentiation 13. Therefore, further studies are required to clarify whether the presence of multiple hyper-sonographic spots is useful to distinguish BCC from other tumors, especially those with follicular differentiation.

Most cases of BCC can be diagnosed correctly by visual assessment,
including epiluminescent technology, dermoscopy\(^1\). There are several well-known dermoscopic findings for diagnosis of BCC, such as arborizing vessels, large blue-grey ovoid nests, multiple blue-gray globules, maple leaf-like areas, and spoke-wheel areas. However, we still encounter BCC lesions that are difficult to diagnose even by dermoscopy. In our series, two cases of BCC showing the characteristic sonographic patterns did not exhibit dermoscopic findings characteristic of BCC. Thus, sonographic imaging could be useful as an additional non-invasive method for the diagnosis of BCC.
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Legends

**Figure 1**: Multiple hyper-sonographic spots in BCC (type A). Cotton flower-like spots with indistinct margins were scattered throughout the lesion.

**Figure 2**: Tissue specimen of Figure 1 (HE staining). Multiple foci of calcification were seen (black arrows).

**Figure 3**: Another case of BCC. The spots were smaller and brighter than those in Figure 1. Calcification foci were small and sparse in this case.

**Figure 4**: Clinical features of BCC on the cheek of a 73-year-old woman (A). This case was difficult to diagnose as BCC based on the dermoscopic findings (B). High-frequency sonography revealed hyper-sonographic spots in this lesion (C: white arrows), which strongly suggest a diagnosis of BCC. Pathologically, cornified cysts and clusters of parakeratotic cells were observed in the tumor nests (D).